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swapt her away for old Whiteface, and a
When the girls opened their eyes at the UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE.
to the abolition ofslavery, and which were
pinchback watch and two dollars to boot. foot of Stony hill, the meadow was swarm
referred,
without further order, to the Com
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
But she lacked wind, and by the time she ing with tow heads, bobbing up and down TWENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION.
mittee on the District of Columbia.
JAMES K. REMICH.
came up by the offside of the shay, she was among the buttercups and bachelor’s buttons,
Mr. Patton of Virginia, presented a com
Officeon the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. puffing. But as soon as the girls saw Mr. h was long-legged Zach Taft that came first.
SENATE.
munication from the Legislature of Virginia
TERMS OE THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
FRIDAY, FEB. 26.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— Bee die, they set up such a pitiful crying as He was in time, and h$d only to get over
on the same subject, and moved that it be
The discussion upon Mr. Benton’s bill was
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which went to the bottom of his heart and put fresh the stone wall to save the three Rawson
referred to the Committee on the Judiciary,
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No grease into his elbow. It was now he work- girls.
;
But there was the rub. The wall continued to day. Mr. Preston finished his with special instructions. The speaker de
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
speech sustaining himself most ably.
ed
the
cowskin
in
earnest.
Every
lick
told,
i
stood
so
slender
and
ticklish,
that
it
was
dan

lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
Mr. Clay said a few words in favor of post cided that the motion was not in order, and
;
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for and left its sting upon the old mare’s hide, gerous
for a bird to light on it, let alone Zach
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount and she reared and pitched as if a hornet’s Taft. The moment he mounted, it crumj)- ponement of the subject, when Mr. Ether the document must go to the Committee on
Shepley took the floor in favor of the Bill.
charged for its insertion.
the District of Columbia. From this decis-’
nest was lied to her tail. But old Bony 'led under him, a perch or more, and down
The Senate adjourned to Monday.
ion Mr. Patton appealed, but after a king
heard the rumpus behind him, and knew he came sprawling upon his belly in the
debate, the House supported the decision,
MISCELLANEOUS
what it meant. He had heard the crack of midst, and swimming into the middle of the
MONDAY, FEB. 29.
by a vote of 143 to 40. Mr. Patton asked
[From the Portland Advertiser.]
¡a whip before, and the more Johnny Beedle road, upon an ocean of rolling stones. Bo
The following letter from Mr. Tyler of leave to take back the communication,
Our readers, who have read Mr. John punished the mare, the faster be went. If nyparte gave a wide sheer, and escaped with Virginia, announcing the resignation of his
which being objected to, he moved to sus
Beedie’s account of his marriage, will recoj»- he ever handled a spiteful hoof, it was now. the fright. But he )ad no time to brag ; it seat was communicated.
pend the rule, that the communication might
nise in Doctor Diogly, the friend and confo» b4d5mfhe highway suffer ? I said he trot was now touch and go Muth him, for every
MR. TYLER’S RESIGNATION.
be laid on the table and printed. The
-dant, whose disinterested advice and assis ted before, but, I lied,—he had’nt begun to rod that he went, a fresh boy came bulling
The Chair communicated to the Senate House then adjourned.
tance were so useful in bringing about that trot. The mare pushed him hard, and all over the wall by his side, with a hollar the following letter from Mr. Tyler :
happy event.
the way from Staple’s barn to Jonas Hatha u stop that horse, stop that horse !”—till
*
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Washington, feb. 29, 1836.
way’s, it was neck or nothing.
he came to the widow Bean’s—and here, to
Sir—I beg leave, through you, to inform
The presentation of petitions and memori
Dr. Dingly to the Editor of the Newspa
But it was the luck of my old mare, if put the finishing stroke to his fright, stood
the Senate, that I have on this day resigned als from the Southern and Western States
per in Portland.
there was ever a hole or a rolling stone any the widow, at her door, shaking her table into the bands of the General Assembly of was continued and occupied the day till the
Nir. Edwardses,—
where within reach, to find it out. And cloth in the air, and calling the chickens
adjournment.
Your last letter makes all straight. Lord, Mr. Hathaway had carried the drain of his to eat the crumbs--“ Biddy-biddy-biddy- Virginia, for reasons fully made known to
it,
my
seat
in
the
Senate
of
the
United
I knew how the cat would jump. Folksin cellar rather too far into the road. He biddy-biddy !”
An important fact.—Notwithstanding “ the
States, as a Senator from that State. This venerable” President refused to have any
termeddling, all so plaguy friendly and sus meant to have covered it up. “ O! by all
By this time, Squash Corner was all in annunciation is now made, so as to enable thing to do with “ the d-------- ~d scoundrels,”
picious, and talking of snakes, hogs and wolf means, but it was training day, you see,” and an uproar.—Women squalling, boys shou
traps. You know I told you. I was not ea there it was. So, in the heat of the race, ting, dogs barking from all quarters. The the Senate, at its earliest pleasure, to fill [meaning the Senate] after 12 o’clock of the
night of the last session, it is stated as a fact
sily scared. As you are so anxious to hear when she was gaining it, inch by inch, the men were all gone to the training. But ev such vacancies in the several committees as by Mr. Southard, that he did transact busi
may
be
created
by
my
resignation.
the story of the three fat Rawson girls, I old mare plumped her fore feet into Hath ery body now ran together towards Carter’s
ness at a much later hour.
In taking leave of the body over which
will give you that, at once, and consider away’s drain and canted her hind quarters tavern, and the soldiers grounded their arms
“ A member of the committee who waited
about engaging in your correspondence after over her head, throwing Johnny Beedle into with one accord, and run with the rest. Old you preside, I should be faithless to the upon General Jackson with bills for his sig
wards. I thought you must have heard all the air and herself, bottom upwards, into the Bonyparte left all behind, and passing Car feelings of my heart, if I did not frankly con nature at the close of his official term, inform
fess that I do so with no ordinary emotions. ed me, says Mr. Southard, that he went to bis
about it, it happened so long ago.
gutter. And away went Bony rejoicing; ter’s tavern he shot down the Barberry road
house about two o’clock in the morning.
Well Simon Rawson’s three daughters, he cocked up his head and tail, as he went, and was soon out of sight. This road ran I look to the body itself as the representative The President bad retired ; hut he came
of those federal features of our system, to
Peggy, Jinny and Sally,—smart, jolly girls, and gave a snort as loud as a trumpet.
down a hill, that was both high and steep, preserve which, unimpaired, has been the down, made a remark respecting time, and
—fat, freckled and saucy,—had been to see
The poor Rawson girls clung together in and at the bottom, you come to Muddy unceasing object of my public life. I sep signed the bills ; and they were a large pro
their grandmother, Granny Golding, on the a heap, frightened to death—all but. For brook and a bridge, that always had one
portion of those upon your statute book
plains, and were going home in a shay to what could they do ? Jump out of the shay rotten plank in it, to say no more. As soon arate from many with whom I have been which were approved on the 3d March of
associated for years, and part with friends that year, some of them relating to the courts,
gether.
and break their necks ? This they were as it was known that the horse had gone whose recollection I shall cherish to the the debt, the treasury, and other subjects of
It happened to be training day, and when ready to do, for they had lost their wits, but down the Barberry road, the cry was raised
close of my life. These are sacrifices importance.”
they arrived upon the meetinghouse com help appeared when they least thought of it. —“ The Rawson girls will be spilt in Mud
Is it possible that the people can be de
which it gives me pain to make. Be pleas
mon, there stood our company all in battle They soon arrived at the crotch, where the dy brook !—spilt in Muddy brook—jest as
ed to assure the Senate, that I carry with ceived any longer by the miserable subterfu
array. This was a sight to charm the Raw- old and new roads come together, and pass sartin—”
ges, or rather falsehoods of the administra
me into retirement, sentiments of respect
son girls, and when they got their eyes fas ing the Pound, who should they see before
[O misery ! I must break right off—here potfards its members, and that, in bidding tion backs, after such a statement as the
foregoing ? We trust that reason, and com
tened upon it, there was no taking them off. them but Jack Robinson? He was coming comes Joe Bowers, all in a catastrophy, and
them adieu, I extend to each and all, my mon sense, have not entirely fled, even from
'They forgot the horse that carried them ; down the road, armed and equipped as the 1 know what he is after—his wife.— I thought
very best wishes for their health, happiness those who have pawned their services to a
and old Bonyparte, as Simon’s old black was law directs, and blazing in regimentals, go so—and no time to chat.—I am so sor
and long life.
profligate administration.—Albany Advertiser.
named, was allowed to go trudging along ing too late to training. His name was ry—but whew—j
J. D.
1 have the honor to be, Sir,
with his head and tail lopped down, and look pricked on the roll already. The girls gave
Joice Heth.—The N. Y. Journal of Com
Your most ob’t servant,
ing as if he felt sorry, while the girls kept a scream, and in a moment Jack planted
merce says of Joice Heth, who died in that
If it were as customary to borrow a man’s
JOHN TYLER.
stretching and twisting their necks, more and himself in the middle of the way, with a hat or coat, or his breeches, as it is to bor
city last week, that so far as can be judged
Hon. Martin Van Buren.
from Physicial appearances, her wonderful
more, at every step.
row his newspaper, things would come to a
charge bagnet and a loud “ who—ow !”
The consideration of the question of re age was only a wonderful humbug. Dr. D.
At sight of this warlike figure, the old pretty pass.
“ Do look, gals,” says Jinny, “ ifthere aint
ceiving a petition, for the abolition of Slave L. Rogers held a post mortem examination on
I’ik Runnels, standing right in the middle horse stood like a rabbit. He dared neith
From Florida.—Accounts from Jackson ry in the District of Columbia, was resumed her body, and stated that there was no indi
on ’em. Who is he laughing and squinting er go onward nor stop ; and what does he ville to Feb. 18, heve been received, li and debated by Mr. Wall, Mr. King,; and cation whatever of extreme old age about it.
at ? I snore, he thinks he’s dreadful cunnin.” du, but fetch a whirl, clear round, on the was reported that the Indians were concen Mr. Porter. Before any question was ta The body was generally in a healthy state,
except the left lung, which was diseased and
“ I see him,” says Sal—“ and there’s spot, and run back again. The whirl was
trating their forces on the Wythlacoochee, ken, the subject was laid on the table, to
Dolph Daniels, standing at his elbow. Do so short and so quick, that Jack thought it a near the field of the late battle. Several enable Mr. Leigh to present a memorial which, in the opinion of Dr. Rogers, was the
see ? how stiff and warlike he holds up his miracle the shay was not upset and broke companies of Militia, numbering about 600 from the General Assembly of Virginia, pro cause of her death. But even before she
died, Dr. Rogers had given it as his opinion
head—scowling as if he thinks to scare folks. all to splinters, and the Rawson girls smash men, arrived at Savannah on the 20th and testing against the right of Congress to in that she could not be so old as she was rep
ed
into
mince
meat
!
And
a
miracle
it
I wonder 1”
terfere with the abolition of slavery, which resented to be. He visited her about three
21st, on their way to Picolata.
“ That’s because he’s a corporal,” says would have been, but for one reason, and
was laid on the table, and ordered to be months before her death, and on examining
her pulse, found it was seventy-five ; and as
Peggy. “ But gi’me Capt. Peter Thomp no soorier were they fairly turned tail to,
The Supreme Court of the United States printed, and the Senqte adjourned.
to the loss of her eyes, it was evident to him
son. " Dont he hollar, as if he was a driving than Jack saw it. It was a two bushel bag adjourned on Friday last, having gone
that it had arisen from disease, and not old
full
of
meal
laid
over,
and
lashed
on
to
the
an eight ox team ? He tries dreadful hard
through the docket three times, and heard
TUESDAY, MARCH 1.
age. From the examination he held on her
axle
tree.
The
reason
was
ballast.
every cause ready for argument.
to keep from looking this way, but 1 see a
Judge
A message was received from the Presi before and after her death, Dr. Rogers stated
It was not there, with your good will and Story, as Senior Justice, presided during the dent of the United States, enclosing the fol that she could not have been much more
big onion eye rolling about, under the cor
consent, Miss Sally and Peggy and Jinny. term.—Boston Pat. of 4Z/i inst.
ner of that ’ere great cocked up hat.”
lowing statement, being the correction of an than eighty years old at the utmost.
So they kept running on, till Tom Stone, Too genteel, by half, to carry meal bags.
error in a report made by the Department of
A most horrid murder was committed in State last week.
Arkansas.—The Convention of Arkansas
the drmmer, thinking himself entitled to What are we coming to ! May be I dont
has concluded its labours of forming a State
Department of State, Feb. 24, 1836.
some notice, set to pounding his drum all of know how you pouted and turned up your Wareham, Plymouth county, on Monday
Constitution, and on the 30th of January, ad
To the President of the United States :
a sudden, as hard as he could lay on. Now noses at your father’s last words.—“ Tell night, by a drunken fiend, known by the
The Secretary of State, to whom was journed sine die. Before its adjournment, it
name
of
James
Fry,
upon
the
person
of
his
your
granny,
”
says
be,
“
that
eggs
are
ninethe old horse was not used to music, and it
referred the resolution of the Senate of the adopted a memorial to Congress, asking ad
put the very old skipper into him. He pence—and stop at the mill and bring home wife, aged about 50. The train of circum 16th ult. requesting the President to “ cause mission to the Union as a State, and appoint
thought it was the meeting house tumbling the grist.” And did you not all agree to for stances, as we gather them, are these: — to be communicated to the Senate so far as ed an agent to convey the constitution and
down about his cars. He fetched an al get it ? Answer me that—till Andrew Kel About dark, on Monday evening, a boy, there may be information in the Department memorial to Washington, and to lay them
mighty spring a one side, jerked the reins ly came out of his mill and called to you. sent to the house of Fay on an errand, gave of State, the number and amount of claims before Congress.
out of Jinny’s hands—they fell down about So civil he was—cutting off a piece of his an alarm that a dead body of a woman was for spoliations presented to the Commission
Mr. Brande, a celebrated chemist, has an
The ers under the French treaty of 1831, which
bis heels—and away he scampered up the' wife’s clothes line and lashing it on tight— lying at the door of Fry’s house.
alyzed cider ; and he has found the weakest
road like smoke. Bony had been a famous and no thanks from you—though he had neighbors around flocked to the spot, and were rejected, and the reasons for said rejection,” has the honor to Report.
cider to contain 5,21 percent, of alcohol ; and
trotter in his youth—a ten miler—and het such a raver, for his pains, to sing him to found it to be the body of Mrs. F. cold and That it appears from the “ Register”
of the the strongest cider 9,87 per cent. The aver
lifeless, crowded into a small space, under
now shew that he had not forgot how to poke1 sleep, every night, for a fortnight after.
age of the two is 7,52. If cider usually con
Commissioners, the number of
the dirt about, a few. The girls they
claims reported amounted to
Back again went Bony, at his prettiest the door steps, and cut and mangled on the
3148 tains this average quantity of alcohol, then
seven quarts of cider contain about the same
screamed—the old shay rattled, and all the gate, but not the same way he had come; head, neck and back in a most shocking Of which allowances have been
made in whole or in part,
1567 alcohol as one quart of rum.
boys and all the dogs on the common set off this time he chose the old road, for a change. manner. On entering the house, some of
Newburyport Herald.
in chase together, howling and barking, and Here was a long down-hill, not steep but one her hair was discovered in the blood, which Leaving the number on which no
allowances have been made,
1581
hooting and hollaring—“stop that horse! bed of loose stones from top to bottom— covered the floor—a whip of heavy handle
The books of the Commissioners do
<
not
It is proposed at New York, to have a
stop that horse 1”
and half way down, there lay Ben Legg’s with blood upon it, and a hoe having the generally give "any information respecting coating of mortar on the roofs of new build
same fatal marks upon its broken handle
harrow,
tooth
upwards,
(Ben
was
dreadful
Johnny Beedle and 1 were sitting and
the amount claimed of the rejected cases; ings as a security against fire. Every exper
were also foura^. A few hours after, the nor do they, in any instance, furnish the reas
chatting together upon the horse block. I sorry he left it there, but you cant think
iment should be made, and every thing done
drunken
Fry
was
found
secreted
in
a
barn
ons for rejection. In many of the cases in to render buildings as near fire-proof as pos
was there to certify and excuse him from how he was worried and pushed to get off'
not far from the spot, and taken into custo which allowances were made, these allowan sible.
Little wood should be used, and
draining, by reason he was troubled with the to training,^ and if there was room to pass
dy. Hq had the indubitable evidence of his ces were partially portions of the claim hav floors should be tiled.
nose-bleed. Before I could say “ what’s between it and the stone wall, there was
horrid infamy upon him—the blood of his ing been rejected. It appears, therefore, that
that,” my whip was twitched out of my nothing to spare. Mr. Robinson thinks not.
The fire burning.—It is now a period of
murdered wife was so stained upon his wrists the records of the Commissioners do not fur
hand ; and the next thing I saw, Mr. Beedle “ Old Bony,” says he, “ went rattling down
and
hands that the waters of the earth had nish the means of complying with the reso more than seventy days since the calamitous
was on top of my old mare, thrashing with the hill like thunder; and when he came to
fire of December, and while we are penning
refused to obliterate it. But we have not lutions of the Senate.
An estimate of the amount of the rejected this paragraph, the smoke from the ruins of
all his might and main, to coax her into a the harrow, horse and shay together made
told
what
the
miserable
hovel
of
the
drunk

claims and a conjectural statement of the the American publication office, (next west
canter; and then it was thrash and canter a clean leap over it, as slick as a fox over a
ard contained, besides the sweeping eviden reasons for the rejection, approximating to of the Merchant’s Exchange) is issuing forth
;and canter and thrash, all the way till they steel trap.” Mind, I give you Mr. Robin
He was ces of murdered innocence. Nothing in the the truth, might possibly be made upon a anew from under the snow, with which the
were fairly hid in a cloud of dust; and when son’s word for this, not mine.
shape of human sustenance was to be found careful examination and comparison of all cellar of that building is filled.
I could see nothing else, I saw the cow-skin there, and I was not. As for the girls they
N. Y. Com. Adv.
save a peck of raw corn, and a few cold the papers on file in the Department relative
playing up and down in the air, above the shut their eyes and held their breath, and
half-eaten doughnuts—but the curse was to the claims presented to the Commission
cloud. Bonyparte had sense enough, in his how they reached the bottom of the hill,
The Washington correspondent of the
there—the despoiler of all presided. A ers. But such an estimate and statement
fright, to know the shortest way home, and right end upwards, they could not tell.
are not believed to be within the terms of the Courier & Enquirer states that on the 23d
closet
was
opened,
—
and
in
that
closet
But more help was at hand.—
resolution, and would not repay the time and
instead of taking the old county road, away
which should have been, and might have labor which, from the great number of the ult. Gov. Tazewell communicated to the
Legislature of Virginia a Message, declining
round by Carter’s tavern, he steered straight
“ Stop that horse, stop that horse !”zThe
been, stored with the comforts of life, nothing papers, would necessarily be employed in to transmit to the Senators in Congress the
up the new one, by the Blacksmith's shop.* boys had been left far behind in the race,
was found save a vessel of that infernal li preparing them.
“ expunging” resolutions. The Message was
Ralph Staples was there, shoeing a horse, and when the shay reached the crotch, they
All which is respectfully submitted,
quid—a jug of rum !—N. Bedford Gaz,
laid on the table of the House of Assembly,
and was stooping, at this moment, with his were just passing Jonas Hathaway’s.—
JOHN FORSYTH.
and a resolution passed instructing their
head downwards, and clenching the nails. They had run themselves out into a long
A good joke.—Scene—A Toy shop.—
Speaker to perform that duty. They were
Hearing the noise behind him, he took a string; the biggest in front and tapering “ Father do buy me a mask” said the son of
expected at Washington on Friday or Satur
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
peep between his legs, and could hardly be off with a tail, growing smaller and smaller, one of the distinguished Senators from Maine.
day.
FRIDAY, FEB. 26.
Oh my son, I can’t buy you suefi an ugly
lieve his eyes wherrhe saw old Bony in such down to nothing.—Hooting and hollaring,
The further consideration of the N. York
a gale. He dropped his tools in no time; in all sorts of voices; hoarse and rough, at looking thing.
The two story wooden building on Harlow
But do father. Do, I want one very much. Fire Bill was made the order of the day. street, owned by Mr. Thos. Drew, and occu
ran to two places for his hat, without find the big end, running down to a squeeBbe
I can’t my boy, you would frighten every Dutee J. Pearce of Rhode Island, took the pied by Nash & Colcord, painters, and Jo
ing it ; then wiped his face with his leather a- hind, clear away out of hearing. When the
body that looked upon you. Besides, no floor against the bill in one of the most dis seph E. Goodale, wheelwright, was consu
pron and sallied out into the road bare head foremost boy saw the turn things had taken body wears such frightful looking things.
cursive, mobocratic speeches, that ever came med by fire on Saturday morning last, to
ed. He was just too late to get hold of the at the crotch, he was struck with a lucky
Yes, but they do, father, replied the son from the lips of man.
gether with most of the stock and tools of the
bridle, but time enough to show his good thought.—It was only to take the short cut finally—“ There’s Mr. Jarvis that comes to
occupants. The double tenement adjoining,
SATURDAY, FEB. 27.
will ; and then, all he could do was, to fall across Ben Legg’s meadow, and strike the our house always wears one that looks as bad
also owned by Mr. Drew, was much injured.
No business of importance was transacted Loss estimated at $1000.-— Bangor pa.
in behind, and join in the cry of the boys, new course, in the sand, between Legg’s and as this,” (meaning his own face.)
The father purchased the mask.
in the House.
« Stop that horse, stop that horse !” as loud Widow Bean’s.—It was a thought and a
Haverhill Mass. Gazette.
jump, and he was over the fence, calling
U. S. Supreme Court.—We learn from the
as he could bawl,
MONDAY, FEB. 29Washington papers, that John Fairfield, and
“ this way boys, head him off, head him oflj”
The packet ship Virginia arrived at Liver
Never mind, here comes more help.
The day was devoted to the presentation Francis O. J. Smith, have been admitted as
It whs Johnny Beedle and the mare. She And all the boys, one after another, took up pool Jan. 11, having left New York Dec. 24, ’ of petitions, a great part of which related
Counsellors in the U. S. Court.
and
having
made
land
in
12
days.
was a clipper, I tell ye, for a short race. I the cry and jumped over too«

sage of the bill to be engrossed, and it was
and by the Minister himself, in the Congress
passed by the following vote.
mâin
egislature
of the United States.—Could there have been
Yeas.—York.—Chase, Cogswell, Cook,
SATURDAY, MARCH IsTïsÏÏeT"
a more distinct or dangerous invitation to a
Dam, Dearing, Lane, T. Lord, McIntire,
SENATE.
TWENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION. foreign Power in respect to our internal con
Mildram,
O
’
Brien,
Perkins,
Small,
&c.
96.
THURSDAY, MARCH 3.
Great anti-Van Buren Convention in
cerns ? or a more intelligible bint to grant
Nays.— York.— Bodwell, Brackett, ChadP
Se<IJ°_ >’e ena«ed-B'(!!
Cousins', Dean,
Holmes, v
J.. Ohio.—A Whig State Convention was held
[proceedings continued from first page.] concessions founded upon previous friendly
_ ;?-----J .
I bourn,
uuuru, cousins,
L/utiii, Emery,
jjzuwiy, nuuuuo.
the
Ma me, TLor()
Rick.
Hh __ &(
e New Meadows Granite Co. , the Maine
_ . V>s' , 55
services ?
at Columbus, on the 22d ult. Ten hundred
SENATE.
And what was this pretension, in regard to
*iu|ture and Mtojifactanng Co., the
On motion of Mr. Hubbard of Wiscasset,
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2.
and thirty four delegates were present, acwhich the prior Administration had display GrSenleaf Slate and Coed o. ,
Ordered,
That
a
committee
be
raised
to
conj
tie rmsea to con- cordi
t0 official returns furn}shed t0 the
The abolition question was further debated ed too much pertinacity ? It was nothing Mnerican Manufacturing Co.; to renew the tvruerea,mat a. committee
;
„ sider the expediency of compensating the i
.
•
, . , ,
e
by Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Walker of Mississippi, more nor less than the humble privilege of Wer of the Kittery Point Bridge
,
au
hoikg
of
j
cd
Cp
Attor
.
Secretaries.
The Theatre, in winch the con.
------,uuipia., ..........V.
’ ~
RC.t.mAn '
it being his maiden speech, and Mr. White. carrying our own products in our own ves izing
aidermen rU*
oi z.itlOQ
cities AIUl
and RA
selectmen
n-eg
thejr sevices
by a fixed salary,
vention was called to order, although a large
On motion of Mr. Goldsborough the Senate sels to British colonial ports, on the same con of towns to appoint measurers of salt, corn
-—
.
...
- —
j
On motion of Mr. McIntire, Ordered, That and commodious building, was found altoadjourned.
ditions as similar products might be brought and grain.
! the Committee on the Judiciary be instructed
there from any other place in any other ves
An order came from the House appointing j to inquire into the expediency of providing gether too small to accommodate the dele
THURSDAY, MARCH 3.
sels—a privilege asserted by the act of the 3d a joint select committee to consider the ex
I that the law prohibiting Sheriffs and Depu- gates, and the meeting was adjourned to the
Mr. Webster gave notice that he should on of March, 1823, for which, I believe, the pediency of repealing ail laws
c in relation to, ties from acting as Attornies to parties, be Public Square—where, the weather being
retailers of ardent spirits. Senate concurred
eenettrred extcn(|ed lo Const;lbles,-illso to provider
Friday ask leave to introduce a bill to repeal Secretary had himself voted.
pleasant and a stage promptly erected for the
But let us test the principle alluded to by and joined Messi’s. Talbot, Severance and
certain provisions [the 10th and 12th clauses]
the attendance of witnesses residing in this
accommodation
of the officers, the business of
what
has
transpired
in
our
negotiations
and
Frye.
of an act to alter and amend the several acts
State in criminal cases in other States.
correspondence with France alone. It was
The Committee on the Militia reported
t
imposing duties on imports, passed in 1832.
Passed
to be enacted—an Act to incorpo- the day was transacted without any inconve
violated in 1830, when Mr. Rives made an ! legislation inexpedient on an order of inquiry rate t[)e port|an,j Granite Company; the nience. The Convention was organized by
explanation to Prince Polignac of a message i respecting an amendment to the militia law,
....Atlantic
.. {the choice of Jeremiah Morrow as President’
FRIDAY, MARCH 4.
| York County Granite Co. ; Maine
of the President to Congress which had given j and indefinite postponement on an order,i
f.o
•; to
innni'nniMi
to trio
iJroon
Ion C
•
XT.
• i
i
i
"
i
Granite
Co.
to
incorporate
the
Greenleaf
The bill for the continuation of the Cum offence to France ; and when the then Sec- (
nineteen Vice Presidents and twelve Secreberland road was taken up and discussed, retary of State (although the Prince had been directing them to inquire into the expediency Slate and Coal Co.
taries.
and several amendments were adopted. previously satisfied) pressed upon Mr. Rives of providing by law that musicians, field and
staff officers, are entitled to the benefit ofthe
The proceedings of the Convention were
SATURDAY, MARCH 5.
The Senate adjourned to Monday.
a further and an elaborate apology for the 28th section of the militia law. Accepted.
Mr. Cushing of Augusta offered an order spirited and harmonious. William Henry
offensive language of the message. It was
to submit the question of the constitutionality Harrison was nominated for the Presiden
violated by Mr. Livingston, when, in Janua
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
FRIDAY, MARCH 4.
ofthe proposed small bill law to the Judges
ry of last year, he undertook without instruc
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2.
The Governor transmitted a series of res- j of the Supreme Court. Postponed till Wed cy, and Francis Granger for the Vice Pres
The question relative to the contested tions, to explain the message of December, olutions on the subject of slavery, adopted by nesday next.
idency. The nominations were ‘ carried by
North Carolina election was further debated, 1834 ; and surely it cannot be contended that j the General Assembly of Virginia, which
acclamation and loud cheering, without a
the
case
of
an
unauthorized
explanation,
I
on a motion that the claimant for the seat be
were read and referred to the committee on
MONDAY, MARCH 7.
dissenting voice’.—The Convention also nom
heard. The New York relief bill was taken which is subsequently approved, is less strong ■ the North and South Carolina resolutions.
Act to incorporate the Bark Extract Com inated Joseph Vance, as a candidate for
up, and Mr. Pearce concluded his speech than when the authority precedes the expla
pany (for the purpose of extracting the tan
against it. Mr. Lane made a speech in favor nation. In the former instance the danger
SATURDAY, MARCH 5.
ning qualities of bark) came from the Senate Governor, with great unanimity. An Elec
ous precedent is set of a minister’s assuming
of it.
Resolve
requiring
the
Treasurer
to
pay
indefinitely postponed. Indefinitely postpon toral ticket was nominated, and the conven
to act without instructions. It was violated
tion adjourned without day, on the afternoon
in June last, when the Secretary ot State, the members of the Legislature in gold and ed in concurrence.
THURSDAY, MARCH 3.
silver, came from the House further amend
The vote assigning Wednesday next for of the 23d. The delegates separated well
The Naval Appropriation Bill was taken with the previous authority of the President, ed. The Senate adopted ‘the amendments,
up, but no question was taken thereon. The in a complimentary letter to Mr. Livingston, and passed the resolve to be engrossed, 10 to the consideration of the order submitting the pleased with the proceedings of the meeting
question of the constitutionality of the small
bill to carry into effect the Convention be approved a second time of the explanation
3.
bill law to the Judges of the Supreme Court, and with full confidence that they would be
tween the United States and Spain, was or which he had given to France. It was again
Bill to incorporate the Bark Extract Com was reconsidered.
ratified by the people.
violated in the message of December last,
dered to be engrossed for a third reading.
Mr. Perkins moved to postpone indefinite
when the President, almost in the very lan pany was taken up. Mr. Johnson moved to
The Ohio State Journal, in reference to
guage, certainly embracing every idea, made postpone indefinitely, which motion, after ly, which prevailed.
FRIDAY, MARCH 4.
this convention, says no such meeting was
some
debate,
prevailed,
10
to
6.
Read twice and tomorrow assigned—Act
. the explanations required by the Due de
The motion to hear counsel in the case of Broglie in his despatch to M. Pageot. It is
Once read and Monday assigned—Bill to to incorporate the Kennebunk-port Granite ever before held in that State. “There
the contested North Carolina election was manifest that, although the copy of that des- incorporate the Alfred Manufacturing Com and Railroad Co.
were in attendance men of all ages, and of
further debated. Before it was decided, the . patch was twice refused, and although Mr. pany ; resolve repealing the resolve for the
every occupation. The gray headed pioneer
hour for resolutions expired. A number of Forsyth, three days after it was first read by appointment of school commissioners; addi
TUESDAY, MARCH 8.
of the West, and the youthful native—the
engrossed private bills were read a third time him, transmitted to Mr. Barton his final in tional in favor of certain officers and soldiers
Mr.
Brown
of
East
Machias,
has leave of independent farmer, the industrious mechan
and passed. A bill to carry into effect the structions, without saying one word about it, of the revolution, and the widows of deceased
convention with Spain was read a third lime that the explanatory language of the message officers and soldiers (appropriating two addi absence from and after Monday next, and ic, the enterprising manufacturer, the intelli
Mr. Shaw of Sanford, from and after Tues
and passed.
was made to conform exactly to the require tional townships to satisfy claims under the day next.
gent merchant, and the learned professional
resolve
of
last
year.)
ments of the despatch. The message was pre
The House took up the consideration of man—all were there. It was indeed and
SATURDAY, MARCH 5.
Passed
to
be
engrossed
—
Bill
to
incorpo

pared to obtain with trance the merit of a
The principal part of the day was taken satisfactory explanation, and with the People of rate the Kennebunk-port Granite and Rail the bill to incorporate the Belfast and Quebec in truth, an assemblage not only of ‘ Dele
up in debating the North Carolina Contested the U. S. the merit of refusing upon high na road Co.; the South Berwick Manufacturing Railroad Company, which passed to be en gates fresh from the people,’ but also of the
grossed as amended.
Election.
tional ground, all explanation. The Presi Co.
Read twice and to-morrow assigned for a people themselves, who had flocked hither
Passed to be enacted—Bill additional to or
dent protested that he never would apolo
3d reading—An Act to incorporate the Al in the majesty of their strength for the ex
Mr. Clay’s Speech.—We copy from the gize, and made an apology ! that he never' ganize, govern and discipline the militia ; to fred Manufacturing Company.
press purpose of rescuing our beautiful coun
National Intelligencer the following sketch of’ would explain, and made a satisfactory ex-1 incorporate the York County Granite Co. ;
Passed to be enacted—An act to incorpo
the Maine Granite Co. ; the Maine Atlantic
try from the iron grasp of office holders.
the remarks of Mr. Clay, in relation to the planation ! I rejoice that France, much as I Granite Co.; the Greenleaf Slate and Coal rate the Perry Manufacturing Company ; the
think she has occasionly erred, had the wis- |
special message of the President, communi dom to recognize and receive it as such. Co. ; the Machias water power and Mill Co. Kennebec Granite Company ; Bangor Mill The spectacle was most cheering to the heart,
and Manufacturing Company ; an act grant and truly gratifying to the eye, of the singlecated to the Senate on the 22d ult. It will She had taken a false position in withholding
ing additional powers to the proprietors ofthe minded patriot, but at the same time of tre
MONDAY, MARCH 7.
payment of a just and uncontested debt until
repay a careful perusal.
New Congregational Meeting-house in Saco ;
a supposed stain, inflicted upon her good
Passed to be engrossed—Bill to incorpo an Act to incorporate the South Berwick mendous import to those who, abusing the
Mr. CLAY rose to propose the proper dis faith and honor, was effaced. The best vin rate the Alfred Manufacturing Co. ; the Lin
misplaced confidence of the same people,
position of the Message, without being sure dication of her good faith would have been colnville Soapstone and Lime Company (a- Manufacturing Company.
Passed to be engrossed—An act to incor have sought to aggrandize themselves at the
what would be most appropriate or agreea the payment of the debt ; and when paid, she J rnended by striking out the word ‘ Lime’ ;)
ble to the Senate. But before he submitted would have been in a fair and disinterested i the Portland Exchange Co. ; resolve addi porate the Kennebunk-port Railway Compa expense of the public prosperity.”
any motion, he hoped he would be allowed attitude for demanding satisfaction to her in-! tional in favor of certain officers and soldiers nyNot the least interesting and cheering por
to express the satisfaction, shared, he was suited honor. Finally, the principle alluded I of the revolution, and the widows of deceas
tion of the proceedings of the convention,
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9.
certain, by every member of the Senate, to was violated in the terms in which the ed officers and soldiers ; laying a tax on the
Read once and to-morrow assigned for a was the presentation of a preamble and res
which the amicable termination of our un British mediation has been accepted. Whilst several counties of the State.
2d reading—Resolve in favor of Foxcroft olutions by a Mr. Wood, in behalf of himself
happy controversy with France had produ the President will not, he declares, make
Academy ; Resolve in favor of Westbrook
ced. And he could not withhold his con France directly any explanation, all the
and 200 Jacksonmen, delegates to the Con
TUESDAY, MARCH 8.
Seminary ; Resolve in aid of Titcomb Bel
gratulation for the important agency, which means are put by him in the hands of the
vention, which we publish below, commend
Bill
to
incorporate
the
Maine
Teachers
’
grade
Academy
;
Resolve
in
favor
of
Lewis

the Senate had exercised in bringing about common Mediator to afford the most ample
Seminary, was taken tip, and recommitted by ton Academy ; of Anson Academy ; of Union ing them' to the serious attention of the sup
this auspicious result. If (said Mr. Clay) the and satisfactory explanation.
a vote of 10 to 6.
Academy in Kennebunk.
Senate had not, at the last session, by a unan
porters of Gen. Jackson in our own State
But I will not longer dwell upon the pain
The report and resolution on the subject of
Passed to be enacted—An act to incorpo
imous vote declared its conviction that no ful incidents of our late unfortunate contro
“ J. H. Wood, Esq. of Hamilton County,
slavery
were
taken
up
and
read
a
second
rate the Madaceunk Mill Company ; Mc- on behalf of himself and two hundred Jackson
legislation whatever was necessary in respect versy. Let them be absorbed in the general
Heard’s Granite Company ; Maine Fire and men, delegates to the Convention, offered the
to our French relations at that time ; and if satisfaction which its happy termination will i time.
Passed to be engrossed—Bill to incorpo Marine Insurance Company ;an act to incor
they had lent themselves to the purpose of diffuse throughout the land or be recollected
following preamble and resolutions, which
the President to pass a law authorizing Re only to guard hereafter against the repetition rate the Calais Academy—creating the Saco porate the Belfast and Quebec Railroad Co.; were received with shouts of applause by the
an act to incorporate the Kennebunk-port Convention, and adopted unanimously.
prisals upon French property—does, can any of similar errors. We have escaped—I thank i and Biddeford Village corporation.
man doubt that war, with all its train of hor my God we have escaped—from all danger I Passed to be enacted—Bill to incorporate Granite and Railroad Company.
Whereas, there are certain fundamental
The House took up the Bill to prohibit the
rors, would now be raging between two en of war with France. It would have been a i the North Yarmouth Paper Manufacturing
lightened countries ? Or if the Senate had war, if it had broken out, the scandal of an en- j Co. ; the General Mutual Fire Insurance Co. emission and circulation of small bills. Some principles, which were guides to our support
yielded to the unconstitutional appropriation lightened age, and highly discreditable to' Finally passed—Resolve in favor of John discussion ensued upon retaining the follow of Andrew Jackson to the Presidency ofthe
of the three millions of dollars, irresponsibly both parties—a war, in which neither civil Harford.
ing part of the bill“ From and after the United States, and, in carry ing them out in
proposed at the very close of the last session, liberty, nor maritime, nor territorial rights,
first day of June next, no person in this State the selection of his successor, we honestly
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9.
without any precautionary specification of nor national independence, nor true national
or body corporate shall pass or put into cir adhere to the great democratic features of the
object, is there not cause to apprehend that, honor, was involved—a war, of which the
The committee on Literature and Literary culation, directly or indirectly, any Bank bill old Jefferson party, we feel it incumbent to
instead of now enjoying all the blessings of immediate cause was an unfortunate mess-i Institutions to whom was recommitted the or note of a less denomination than three dol declare our preferences on this occasion.
peace, we should be suffering all the calami age, and the ultimate object an inconsidera- 1 bill to establish the Maine Teachers’ Semina lars, issued by any Bank in this State”—(the Our efforts were honestly, consistently and
continually bestowed in advocating Andrew
ty of a most unnecessary war ?
ble debt, cancelled by the very act declaring ry, reported the same in anew draft which circulation of five dollars being prohibited af Jackson to the Presidency, because he was
I will not (continued Mr. Clay) attempt to it—a message which was regretted by the was read, and 300 copies ordered to be print ter first of February.)
The question was taken by yeas and nays, pledged, first, to a correction of Government
diminish the gratification which all must feel House of Representatives, and regretted by ed.
from the happy adjustment now announced. the whole country ; and which, whatever
Passed to be enacted—Bill to incorporate and the above portion of the Bill was reject abuses, a strict economy in our national ex
penditures and an accountability of public
Great mistakes, in the negotiations and cor may have been the spirit of patriotism which the South Berwick Manufacturing Co. ; ed by a vote of 84 to 83.
The question being upon passing the hill officers. Second, because we expected that
respondence between the two Governments, dictated it, all viewed as rash, intemperate, granting additional power to the proprietors
have been committed on both sides; but on and dangerous to the peace of the country, i of the new congregational Meeting-house in to be engrossed, Mr. Perkins of Kennebunk “ the patronage of the General Government
all these I shall not detain the Senate.
It To be delivered from all hazard of being in- ! Saco ; to incorporate the Belfast Flannel port spoke in favor.
Before any question would not be brought into conflict with the
freedom of elections.” Third, to correct the
may not, however, be without its future use, volved in such a war affords just cause of Manufacturing Co. ; the Kennebec Granite was taken the House adjourned.
evil of appointing members of Congress to
to advert, for a moment, to the chief obstacle general joy and grain lation.
Co. ; the Kennebunk-port Granite and Rail
which has obstructed the settlement of the
Highly important from Mexico.—By letters office. Fourth, though of minor conse
Nor, sir, ought we ever to forget the noble ' road Co. ; the Belfast and Quebec Railroad
difference. That has been the assertion of part which Great Briiain has acted in this un Corporation.
received from Vera Cruz, dated 22d Februa quence, because he was a Western man.
the principle, that when the President of the happy dispute. If war had broken out be
ry, the accounts from Santa Anna were, that Fifth, because Government speculators, and
United States, charged by the Constitution tween the United States and France, and
he was waiting in San Louis, under a pretext the hordes of dishonest agents who were de
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
with maintaining our intercourse with all had continued any length of time,- her neu
of augmenting his forces, to march against faulters should be brought to accountability,
foreign nations, sends a public message to tral position would have enabled her greatly
Texas, and they amounted to between 7 and and made to disgorge their ill-gotten treasure.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2.
Sixth, because the only question was to be,
Congress, publicly read in the presence of all to have profited by it. She would have car
Passed to be engrossed—An Act to incor 8000 men as reported, but that in fact, there in appointing to office, “ Is he honest, is he
the diplomatic corps assembled at Washing ried on the commerce to a large extent of
porate the Eastport Manufacturing Compa were only from 2 to 3000, and although much capable, is lie faithful to the Constitution ?”
ton, and given to the whole world through both belligerents, and her marine must have i
ny ; An Act to incorporate the North Yar was said about his campaign against Texas,
If our principles have not been acknowl
the public press, no foreign Power has a right been highly benefitted.
Overlooking all mouth Manufacturing Company ; an Act to he will not go in person, fearing (from ap edged, if disappointment has been the result,
to complain, to remonstrate, or to ask expla these advantages, with rare disinterestedness
pearances)
that
there
is
a
gathering
storm
at
incorporate the Perry Manufacturing Compa
it can never disarm honest men from faithful
nations of any language used toward itself, and magnanimity, she tendered her friendly
ny ; an Act to incorporate the General Fire hand, and that he may be hustled from pow ly acting their part, in their efforts to establish
however offensive that language may be. I offices to produce an accommodation ; and
er
;
it
is
also
stated,
that
the
Mexican
govern

Insurance Company ; an Act granting addi
what they have, for so many years, been con
am not about to express any opinion upon she well deserves the praise which the Presi
tional powers to the proprietors of the Con ment view with distrust, all pledges on the tending for. Therefore we return with fresh
that principle ; but, if it be true, all must a- dent has so appropriately bestowed.
part of the United States in preserving her
gregational
Meeting
House
in
Saco.
vigor to the pending canvass ; and, in order
gree that the Chief Magistrate should use the
neutrality.
I have, sir, but one regret on this pleasing
utmost caution and circumspection in the of occasion, and it is, that we are not allowed
By accounts from Cam peachy, it appears more successfully to perpetuate our princi
THURSDAY, MARCH 3.
ficial language of such documents. All must any time for repose and rejoicing.
that the report which has been circulated, that ples, and carry out our views.
Our
Resolved, That we cordially approve of the
also admit the rule of reciprocity ; and, con
Several reports from the Senate, granting there were vessels fitting out there against
good old President has hardly terminated
nomination for President, on the 22d instant,
sequently, that although the King of France,
leave
to
withdraw
and
of
legislation
inexpe

Texas,
is
false.
We
hear
also
by
accounts
the French war, before he declares a new
in addressing the Chambers or the King of
from Tampico, that the State of Tamaulipas, of William Henry Harrison, and will use
one against the Surplus Fund.
1 do hope dient were accepted in concurrence.
Great Britain in addressing
Parliament,
Messrs.
Carpenter,
Warren,
Emery,
Tabor,
and
particularly Tampico, and vicinity, is in all honorable and untiring exertions to secure
that he will now turn his thoughts on peace ;
his election.
should charge the United States with bad
or, if that be impossible, that his friends at Lake, Marden, Eastman and Fletcher, were a state of very great excitement against San
faith and the violation of solemn pledges, and
“Resolved, That for the purpose of act
least on this floor, cherishing its spirit and its appointed on the committee to consider the ta Anna and his advisers ; it is feared that
should, pending peaceful and earnest endea
propriety of repealing all laws to license re another Revolution is on the eve of breaking ing more effectually, we request such of our
principles,
will
unite
with
us
in
an
equitable
vors to settle a controversy, threaten an ap
tailers of spirituous liquors, agreeably to an out, so much so that a body of 600 troops, Jackson friends in the several counties as
peal to force, the United States would be distribution, upon the principles of the Land order offered yesterday by Mr. Carpenter.
ordered from Tampico to Texas, were de agree with us on the subject of the next
Bill,
of
a
liberal
portion
of
that
fund.
I
as

bound to submit to the insult and indignity,
tained and more men were ordered from Presidency, to form in each county in the
sure
them
of
my
thorough
conviction
that,
without complaint, without remonstrance,
Mexico
to co-operate with them in maintain State, Jackson Reform Clubs, to carry out our.
FRIDAY,
MARCH
4.
without the poor satisfaction of even asking even for the purposes of defence and war, an
ing
the
present government.
By private object.”
investment of a large part of that fund in use
On motion of Mr. Holmes of Alfred, Order
an explanation.
letters
from
Chehuahua,
dissatisfaction
But let us test the theory and the practice ful improvements, which will admit of rapid ed—That the Committee on the Judiciary be | throughout that State is very great against the
State Convention.—The proceedings, of
under this principle during the present ad transportation and concentration of our means instructed to inquire into the expediency of despot, and that measures were taken in the the Whig State Convention, which was held
ministration.—Great praise would be due, if and our strength, will be far better and wiser increasing the salary ofthe Attorney Gener- different states to overthrow his power, by at Augusta on Wednesday last, in compliance
than profusely to waste it on unnecessary si
4
1
it be merited, for guarding our domestic con fortifications.
*n
,
. c
z-t . rr n i /
z- drawing him out of Mexico towards Texas. with previous public notice, will be found in,
cerns against all foreign interference or inter
Resolve in favor of John Harford (one of « God speed,” that the despot may fall, and our columns to-day. The nominations we
meddling. But what course was pursued on
the Madawasca
|
• on the continent
•
T , men,
„ : who went. to ,Porpand
,
I never raise his head■ again
should think would be very generally accepMr. Allen, late member of Congress from with one John
Baker)
—granting him
the memorable colonial question ?—A late
Baker)-grantmg
him onej
one o
off America.
America. That Santa Anna must fall is table to the opponents of Van Buren in the
Secretary of State in giving instructions to Chillicothe District, Ohio, has been published hundred dollars for expenses incurred by inevitable; we see through the mist, the
the Minister of the United States at the Court by General Win. S. Murphy, a neighbor ofj him,
up. jMr. Woodman of Wil- dawn of light and liberty glimmering in ev- State. The convention was held in th0
..Vi was taken
“" ."P;
Court House, which, we learn from the Kenof Great Britain, authorized him to say that his, as a ‘ liar and a scoundrel,' for having'
I"
/that Mexico and Texas must nebec Journal, was fijled for a considerable
the Government of the United States—that is stated at a public assembly at Columbus, the was negatived and the resolve passed to be | be free.—True -American.
part of the day. We learn also, from the
to say, a preceding administration—had in 8th of January, that the ladies of Chillicothe engrossed—also Resolve in favor of Phineas
same paper, that a good spirit seemed to pre
sisted too long upon a particular pretension, voted General Harrison a Petticoat, as a re B. Harford.
Extract of a letter dated Itashington, Feb. 29. vail among the members of the Convention,
and that it had been condemned by the Pres ward for his military prowess.—M.er. Journal.
On motion of Mr. Humphreys the House
We understand that a letter has been re and that it was “ addressed by Messrs.
ident of the United States.—The attention of
took up the Resolve authorizing the Treasurer ! ceived by Government from Mr. Hernadez ; Holmes of Alfred, Hobbs of Eastport, V’ose of
Great Britain was challenged to the part
Last week wood was sold in New York to pay members in specie—An amendment, of Matanzas, Florida, complaining of the loss- | Augusta, Gordon of Hallowell,
Hallowell Farley of
which, on that question, had been acted by for twenty dollars per cord.
Provisions in offered by Mr. Humphreys, which goes to J es he has sustained by the incursions of the Thomaston, Benson of Winthrop’, and Allen
the new Administration ; that is, to the parts New York were proportionably high, viz. permit members to receive bills who shall! Indians and Negroes, and saying that an 'ofBangor,thelastofwhompaidahighcomBangor, the last of whom paid a high comrespectively taken by the Secretary of State, Ducks $2 50 per pair—Chickens $1 50— inform the Treasurer by the 10th of March of | hundred and fifty men might have prevented 1 of
pliment, and one which was richly meritby the Secretary of War, by the Secretary of Beef 12 to 16 cts. per lb.—Veal 14—Eggs 6 their wish-jfo do so, was adopted.
jail the disasterous results that have taken ed, to the pure character, superior talents,
the Treasury, by the Secretary of the Navy, cts. a piece—Apples $1 31 a bushel, &c.
The question was then taken on the pas- place in this neighborhood.
I and estimable qualities of Edward Kent”
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WHIG STATE CONVENTION.
J a majority of more than two thirds, as an arLater from England.—London papers to
At a meeting of the citizens of Maine op-1 bitrary and unconstitutional exercise of pow- the 4th of Feb. have been received at New
posed to the election of Martin Van Buren to I( er, by which Maine has been deprived of more York, brought by the packet ship North Ar*" • ”
’1
1 ■ at Augusta
* o______
_ f8th
‘ of
- . than Seven Hundred Thousand Dollars ! !
the
Presidency
, *held
on ■the
merica.
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, with rjlHE third term of this Academy wdl
March, A. D. 1836, agreeably to previous no
<«t IICIILJVUI was
VV CIO opened
VIA
XH
10. Resolved, That while we are ready to
Parliament
on Vi-lV
the ■ 4th, itlJtl
and
commence on Wednesday March 16th.
in andfor the County of York, on the first
tice :—
unite with our whole strength in favor of the
*’ King delivered
’ "
’his speech in person. The
Monday m March, m the year of our Lord n/r o ’•’’ustees have secured the services of
In the forenoon, the Convention was or any candidate for the Presidency, that may following extracts embrace all that relates to
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon Mr. Bryce M. Patten, who has had the
ganized by the choice of David C. Magoun, be selected by a majority of those who are foreign affairs.
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said charge of the Institution the last term, and
Esq. of Bath President, and Nathaniel Wil opposed to the measures of the present ad
“ My Lords and Gentlemen :
has given very general satisfaction. They
Court:
son, Esq. of Orono, and Jeremiah Lothrop, ministration ; we are free to say that we look
“ It is with great satisfaction that I again
hope, therefore, that the Parents will avail
NCREASE
S.
KIMBALL,
Executor
of
Esq. of Hallowell, as Secretaries. A Com upon our distinguished fellow citizen, Daniel meet the great Council of the nation assemb
themselves of the very goQd advantages
*
the
last
will
of
Simeon
Ricker,
late
of
mittee was also appointed to report the order Webster, as eminently qualified to fill that led in Parliament. I am ever anxious to aLebanon, in said county, deceased, havingwhich, it is believed, are here enjoyed
of proceedings for the meeting. The Com high office, confidently believing that he may vail myself of your advice and assistance, and
T. O. LINCOLN, Secretary.
mittee separated, and the report was accepted, safely be entrusted with the chief magistracy I rejoice that the present state of public af presented his first account of administration
Kennebunk, March 5, 1836.
that there be four Committees appointed ;— of the nation, who has preserved the charter fairs, both at home and abroad, is such as to of the estate of said deceased for allowance :
O^The Trustees of Union Academy will
one to report Resolutions to the Convention ; of her liberties unimpaired,
,
______ the
__ _furi- permit you to proceed, without delay or in and also his private account against the es
amidst
tate of said deceased for allowance :
hold a meeting at the Institution on Monday
one to prepare an address toihe people ; one ous assaults of his enemies, and the treachery terruption, to the calm examination of those
ORDERED—That the said executor next, at 6 P.M.
to nominate a candidate for Governor, and i of h is friends.
measures which will be submitted to your give notice to all persons interested, by caus
one to nominate candidates for Electors.
I 11. Resolved, That in the cheering intelli- consideration.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
A Tenaiat is Wanted
R. H. Vose of Augusta, Parker Sheldon | gence from Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiana,
“ I continue to receive from my Allies and
of Gardiner
Gardiner, s
S. P.
P Benson of Winthrop, E.
p we perceive something more than a mere ! generally from all Foreign Powers, assuran weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
zfed
jk ^ie Farm, situated at
H. Allen of Bangor, S. R. Lyman of Port “ personification of a sentimenV—a bright re- i ces of their unaltered desire to cultivate with zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, piTdhW
Cape Porpoise, well known
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
land, Daniel Stewart, jr. of Anson, Jotham ality—the living spirit of freedom, clothed in me those friendly relations which it is equal
38 “.the Ferkins Farm.” A capabe
held
at
York,
in
said
county,
on
the
first
Lippencott of Columbia, John Patten of its native energy—an invincible determina- | ly my wish to maintain with them ; and the
ble, industrious man, who would
Bath, Samuel Currier of Readfield and I. Bel tion to contend manfully and fearlessly for intimate union which happily subsists be Monday in May next, at ten of the clock in devote his whole time to its management,
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
lows of Freedom were appointed a commit- the triumph of whig principles.
tween this country and France, is a pledge have, why the said accounts should not be would meet with good encouragement.
For further particulars apply to
to draft and report resolutions.—A. Rich
12. Resolved, That in the administration to Europe for the continuance of the general allowed.
ardson of Portland, J. S. Kimball of Belfast, of our State Government we can discover peace.
T2.
R
. WILLIAM LORD.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Kennebunk, March 5, 1836.
H. W. Paine of Hallowell, W. J. Farley of nothing but a tame and servile subserviency
A true copy—Attest,
“ Desirous on all occasions to use my
Thomaston, Jas. Lord of Kennebunk, S. P. to the powers that be—an entire willingness friendly endeavors to remove causes of disa
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
WOOD I WOt>I>Tr~
Brown of Sebec and R. H. Vose of Augusta to be at the beck and call of the Chief Exec greement between others, I have offered my
March 12.
were appointed to prepare an address.
WE would once more remind those who
utive, right or wrong—to purchase favor at mediation in order to compose the difference
Richard Shapleigh of Berwick, Moses Em the .expense of principle—to sacrifice not which has arisen between France and the U- At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within and
have promised Wood in payment for
for the County of York, on the seventh day Newspapers, and those who wish to pay in
ery of Saco, A. Richardson of Portland, Wm. merely the territory, but the best interests of nited States. This offer has been accepted
of March, in the year of our Lord eighteen that article, that now is the last chance they
Buxton of North Yarmouth, H. W. Millett the people themselves, for the spoils ofoffice by the King of the French. The answer of
hundred and thirty-six, by the Honourable will probably have of hauling it this season.
of Norway, Benja. Bradford of Livermore, and the triumph of party.
the President of the United States has not
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said We would further observe, that we must have
Wm. J. Farley of Thomaston, Wm. D. Sew13. Resolved, That the highly useful and yet been received ; but I entertain a confident
Court:
all ofBath, G. A. Benson of Winthrop, V. H. patriotic services, civil and military, of Gen. hope that a misunderstanding between two
something more substantial than promises,
RCHIBALD Smith, earned Executor and that those who do not haul wood before
Hewes of Augusta, James Field of'Mercer, William H. Harrison, entitle him to the nations so enlightened and high minded, will
in a certain instrument purporting to be the sledding is gone, will be required to pay
Daniel Stewart, jr. of Anson, I. Bellows of respect and esteem of all true whigs, and that be settled in a manner satisfactory to the
the last will and testament of Henry Smith,
Cash.
JAMES K. REM1CH.
Freedom, J. S. Kimball of Belfast, Joseph the confidence in his abilities and character feelings, and consistent with the honor ol
Kennebunk, March 5, 1836.
late of Alfred, in said county, clerk, deceased,
Doane of Orringtoh, Nath. Wilson of Orono, manifested by the whigs of Ohio, Indiana, both.
Eli F. Baker of Steuben, and Frederic Hobbs Pennsylvania, New York, Maryland, Ver
“ I have still to lament the continuance of having presented the same for probate:
ORDERED—That the said executor give
of Eastport, were appointed a committee to mont, and other States, afford good reason to the civil contest in the Northern Provinces of
recommend some suitable person to be sup believe that, if elected President, the institu Spain. The measures which 1 have taken, notice to all persons interested, by caus
ported for Governor of the State of Maine.
tions and liberties of the United States will, and the engagement into which 1 have en ing a copy of this order to be published
HIS may certify that I have this day ex
It was voted that the delegates from the under his administration, remain unimpaired. tered, sufficiently prove my deep anxiety for three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
ecuted and given to my son SETH
several Congressional Districts, be commit
The following resolution was offered by its termination : and the prudent and vigor Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
COLBATH, a full discharge of his minority,
tees to nominate candidates for Electors, and Wm. J. Farley Esq. of Thomaston, and u- ous conduct of the present Government of may appear at a Probate Court to be held
until he be twenty-one years of age, and that
the Convention then adjourned.
nanimously adopted :
Spain, inspires me with the hope, that the at Kennebunk, in said county, on the first he is no longer subject to me as a minor.
Monday
of
April
next,
at
ten
of
the
14. Resolved, That we admire the firmness authority of the Queen will soon be estab
In the q/Iemoon the Convention met ac
JAMES COLBATH.
and respect the patriotism of the Hon. Hugh lished in every part of her dominions, and clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
cording to adjournment.
Sanford, February 22, 1836.
they
have,
why
the
said
instrument
should
The delegations of the several Counties re L. White, as manifested in his opposition to that the Spanish nation, so long connected not be proved, approved and allowed as the
BOX & CASK RAISENS.
ported that they had nominated the following the arbitrary and unconstitutional assump by friendship with Great Britain, will again last will and testament of the said deceased.
tions of power by his former associates ; and enjoy the blessing of internal tranquility, and
OR sale by the subscriber, Box & Cask
gentlemen to be supported as Electors :—
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
we cheerfully tender the tribute of our grati union.
Raisens.
WM. LORD.
A true copy—Attest,
York—Hon. ELLIS B. USHER, of Hollis. tude to him who is not afraid to avow his ad
Feb. 24,1836.
“ 1 have given directions that there be laid
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
Cumberland—Hon. LEVI CUTTER, of herence to republican principles, even under before you the treaty which I have conclu
March 12.
Portland.
the frowns of executive authority.
ded with the Qneen of Spain, for the sup
FLOUR.
Oxford—Hon. GEORGE FRENCH, of
15. Resolved, That we have heard with re pression of the slave trade.”
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
UST received and for sale, a quantity of
Turner.
and for the County of York, onthe first Mon
gret the rumor that Henry Clay is about to
The Spanish Cortes has been unexpected
Superfine Flour,
Lincoln—Hon. EBENEZER FARLEY, retire to private life, and cannot forbear to ly dissolved by the Queen. It appears the
day in March, in the year of our Lord eigh
WILLIAM LORD.
of Newcastle.
teen hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon. WM.
express our ardent desire that he may contin new Minister, Mendizabel, finding himself in
Feb. 25, 1836.
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
Kennebec—JOSEPH H. UNDERWOOD, ue in the Senate of the United States, where a minority on an important question, deter
Esq., of Fayette.
LIJAH CURTIS, administrator of the
his services have been eminently important mined on taking the sense of the nation, by
Hoards Wanted.
Somerset—Hon. J. MOORE, of Anson.
estate of Jotham Johnson, late of
as a guardian of the Constitution and a cham recurring to a new election.
ANTED by the subscriber, 100 M.
Wells, in said county, deceased, having pre
Waldo-JOSEPH H. ESTABROOK, of pion of the liberties of the people.
good merchantable Boards.
sented his account of administration of the
Camden.
16. Resolved, That we will never cease
Attack on Mr. Speaker Polk.—T\\e. corres estate of said deceased for allowance :
WILLIAM LORD.
Penobscot—HENRY CALL, Esq., of Ban from our exertions nor tire in our efforts, un
pondent of the Boston Courier at Washing
Kennebunk, Feb. 26, 1836.
gor.
ORDERED
—
That
the
said
administrator
til pure republican liberty shall once . more ton states, that on Monday afternoon, after
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Hancock-Hon. OTIS LITTLE, of Cas reign unmolested within our borders, and
the House of Representatives had adjourned,
tine.
STRAY SHEEP
corruption and misrule give place to princi Mr. Polk in passing to his private room in ing a copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
Washington-LORENZO SABINE, Esq., ple and virtue.
the Capitol, accompanied by a clerk of the
of Eastport.
17. Resolved, That we will use all fair and House, was met by Mr. Wise of Virginia, and zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
/~1AME into the inelosure of
The committee appointed to nominate a honorable means to secure the election of Mr. Peyton. Mr. Wise firmly planting him that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
VJ the subscriber, the 24th of
Candidate for Governor, nominated and rec Edward Kent to the office of Governor of self in front of the Speaker, said to him,“ Sir, held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the first
November last, two Sheep. The
Monday
in
April
next,
at
ten
of
the
clock
ommended
this State, and also of the several individuals you are a damned rascal, and a tyrant, and it
owner is requested to call, prove
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
who have been reported to the Convention as .' is my duty to tell you so : now pocket the insult
EDWARD KENT
¡v,Pnlk
■
>1
, rnnm
.
r'. have, why the said account should not be al- property, pay charges, and take them away.
jVl !•_Mr.
nacupfl
nn,• on
♦/» Kia
of Bangor, which report was unanimously ac candidates for electors of President and Vice I yOU
Polk
passed
to his
room, | jovvej
BARAK KIMBALL.
President.
cepted.
j without taking any notice of the assault,
Wells, February 24, 1836.
Attest,
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
Voted, That the committee to draft an ad- j| One or two other members we|*e present, and
The Chairman of the Committee announc
A true copy—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ed to the Convention that Gen. King decli dress be authorized to prepare an address in heard the remark, rfs was also the Sergeantaccordance
with
the
principles
of
the
resolu

at-Arms.
No
notice
of
this
affair
was
taken
March 12.
ned to be again a candidate for Governor.
N Monday the 21st inst., between Frost’s
tions by this Convention adopted, and pub in the House on Tuesday, although it was re
The committee appointed to draft and re lish the same whenever they may think it ex ported that it would be the subject of a mo
Hotel in Kennebunk and Capt. Wm.
u'A. chance for bargains.
port resolutions, reported the following :—
Gooch’s store in Wells, a Gold Watch Seal.
pedient.
tion.
PRICES
REDUCED.
1. Resolved, As the sentiment of this Con
—Any person who will return it to the office
Voted, That the proceedings of this Con
HE subscriber contemplating a new ar of the Kennebunk Gazette shall be suitably
vention, that the period has arrived when the vention be signed by the President and Sec
Texican
papers
of
the
16th
January,
speak
rangement in his business and wishing rewarded.
friends of good order, of pure morals, and re retaries, and be published in all the Whig
of Col. Crockett’s activity in that country,
I to reduce his present stock of goods, will sell
publican liberty, are called upon to unite to papers in Maine.
Wells, Feb. 22, 1836.
and not of his death as heretofore reported. for a short time at reduced prices for cash.
gether as one man, under the banner ofthe
On motion of Mr. Dumont of Hallowell,
J.
G.
PERKINS.
Constitution, and laying aside all minor con Voted, That the thanks of this Convention
FOR SALE
Kennebunk-port, March 12, 1836.
The story of the death and post mortem
siderations, to go for the country, the whole be presented to David C. Magoun, Esq. for
examination
of
Joice
Heth
is
pronounced
a
country, and nothing but the country.
the dignified, impartial and acceptable man
Real Estate for Sale.
HE subscriber offers for sale,
2. Resolved, That in the progress of the ner in which he has presided over the delib hoax.
A CLAPBOARD MACHINE ;
present administration, we have witnessed at erations of this meeting.
Anew 24 inch Circular Saw, with a
HE subscriber ofHVMEA'EAL
each successive step another movement tow
Voted, That the Convention be dissolved.
Cast-Steel Shaft;
fers for sale the
ards despotism, until at last, the accumulated
DAVID C. MAGOUN, President.
A CLOTHIER’S PRESS.
MARRIED—In this town, on Sunday last, by
farm on which he now
weight of executive patronage and executive
Natbaniel Wilson, ^Secretaries.
Rev. Mr .Wells, Mr Joseph Porter, of this
For terms, which will be reasonable, ap
lives, containing about
power, is bearing down upon the liberties of
Jeremiah Lothrop, 5
town, to Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson, of Kenne one hundred and ten acres of good Land, ply to
MOSES NASON.
the people, the institutions of the country,
bunk-port.
Kennebunk-port, Feb. 26, 1836.
with the buildings thereon, situated in North
and the hopes of freemen, throughout the
In this town, on Sunday morning last, by Kennebunk-port—about thirty-five acres of
QT^The Examination of the Students at Mr. W. M. Bryant, Mr. Lorenzo Parsons of j
civilized world.
PROSPECTUS OF THE
is
3. Resolved, That the attempt of the Union Academy took place on Tuesday last, Portland, to Miss Abia P. Wormwood, of this ji1 the Farm
MOWING & TILLAGE LAND,
I
YANKEE
FARMER
friends of the present administration, to place and was such, we learn, (we were unable to town.
in the hands of the Executive, three millions attend,) as to reflect much credit on the Pre ” Al Oahu, Sandwich Islands, alike residence ! >be remainder is pasture and Wood land.
of
P.
A.
Brinsmade,
Esq.
by
Rev.
John
Dieli,
I
There
is
a
lot
of
Meadow
land
on
the
farm
of dollars, uncalled for by any existing emer
HIS paper is mostly devoted to the im
gency—unasked for by the President himself, ceptor and the Pupils—affording satisfactory Seaman’s Chaplain, Capt. Wm. Coffin Little, which, with a little labor, may be made to
portant branches of Agriculture and
in the constitutional mode, without specifica evidence of faithfulness and capability on the of brig Griffon, (formerly of Kennebunk, Me.) produce abundance of hay. There is an ex
Horticulture ; but as it contains many valua
to
Miss
Charlotte
Augusta
Wood,
of
Augusta. cellent Orchard, with about 20 trees grafted
tion of object, in a time of peace,—is justly to part of the former, and industry and profi
ble articles and receipts on the care, manage
with the best of fruit, a good well of water, ment and diseases of animals, on Arts and
be regarded as cause for serious apprehension ciency on the part of the latter.
OBITUARY
and
otherwise
well-watered.
It
would
make
—as indicative of the entire subserviency of |
i Trades, Domestic Economy, Health, &c. &c.,
L. 4
t
„
I,bU
• _ employ
______ s
person, Jlet

the minions of power—who are thus willing j The Exhibition in the evening was at
DIED—In Saco, Jst inst. Mr. Lewis Wake a good farm for any one that would like to ' «iaI|most‘every «-thinking
purchase
it.
Said
Farm
w.ll
be
offered
for
lnent be whJat i(
» 'wi|| fin(J k tQ b(J
to yield to the idol of their worship, and to i tended by a large number of gentlemen and field, aged 40 years.
In Wells, 4th inst. Capt. James Donnell, a- sale at a bargain,’_,in.tl Thursday the 14th I uab|e repository of useful knowledge. The
prostrate themselves before a political Jug ladies. The exercises on the occasion were
day of April next—when, if not sold, I shall Editor is practised in those branches to
gernaut, that will ere long grind them and exceedingly creditable to the Students who ged 71 years.
In Biddeford, 6th inst. Miss Elizabeth, at 10 o’clock, A. M. sell it at Auction in lots which the paper is mostly devoted, and
their children into dust.
to suit purchasers.
4. Resolved, That the majority of the U. took part in them, and highly gratifying to daughter of Dr. Ezra Dean.
makes them his principal and favorite study ;
In Buxton, Mrs. Mary Hamblin, aged 47 years.
JAMES KIMBALL.
States Senate, in their successful resistance the audience.
he will receive the assistance of some of the
North
Kennebunk-port,
March
10,1836.
most intelligent men in this part of the coun
of Executive subserviency, are deserving of
“ Signs of the Times.”—It is affirmed
try ; and from many valuable works already
the lasting gratitude of every American citi
SHIP NEWS
House
and
Salt
Warsh
by
published, and many able journals in different
zen, and have inscribed their names upon a that Gen. Lucas, the present Jackson Gov
Auction.
parts of the United States, the most valuable
KENNEBUNK, MARCH 12, 1836
page of American history—where they can ernor of Ohio, has declared himself favora
N Wednesday, May 4th at matter will be selected that is suited to this
not be expunged by the Resolutions of mer
memoranda.
one o’clock, P. M. will be climate.
cenary partisans, nor defaced by the black ble to the election of Harrison to the Presi
Ar. at Boston, 6th inst. schs. Grape, Ward, &
dency.—Three papers in Pennsylvania, all
sold, on the premises near Lord’sFrom many testimonials in favor of the
lines of party discipline.
Tannery—a one story House & Farmer the following resolution of the Cum
5. Resolved, That the design of Andrew of which supported Wolf for Governor at Alpha, Perkins, hence.
At New Orleans, 20th ult. ship Neva, Perkins, Barn—one acre of Land, also 4 acres Salt berland Agricultural and Horticultural Socie
Jackson to impose upon the people a success the late election, have hauled down the Van
Boston, 25th ; brig Caroline, Pratt, Boston, 23d. Marsh—near the Wildes’ Dike.
ty, passed at their annual meeting last fall
or, and such a successor as Martin Van Bu
At Amsterdam, 18th Jan. ship Washington,
BENJAMIN F. MASON, Auctioneer.
when the paper was published in Cornish, is
ren, is an attempt to degrade the American Buren flag, and declared themselves favora loading with Rye for New York.
selected.
Kennebunk-port, March 9, 1836.
Republic below an hereditary monarchy— ble to the election of Gen. Harrison to the
SPOKEN.
Resolved, That in the absence of a period
where chance may sometimes at least pro highest office in the gift of the people.
Nov. 20, off Nicholas Point, barque Diantha,
ical paper in the county of Cumberland, de
‘9881 ‘9 Á.mn.iqaj ‘^unqauuayi
duces monarch who is worthy of the throne,
Davis, of this port, 121 days from Boston for
voted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Rural and
and give to the people a father in the person
Batavia.
‘GBVTTIH d IA3T ,,
Rhode Island.—Tristarn Burgess has
•saiou paAoadde .10 qseiT aoj mo[ I Domestic Economy, and other practical inof their sovereign.
Governor,
and John H..
O.
X mu the
UIC CAintuuuu
uuuti nominated for muyl
, fxuu
6. rtCdCUVCU,
Resolved, That
existence ut
of a,a ©uisur been
Letters received from Capt. Kilgore, of brig Á.I9A p[os oq rim qoiqAA ‘suaoned luoiayip jo I formation useful to the Farmer, we cheerfully
plus fund
of thirty
millions
of dollars >>I
in ’ Cross, for Lt. Governor, by the whigs of R. Globe, owned in Boston by Messrs. N.&G. ‘ S H KVH Æ alfid Y S3AOIS recommend to the patronage of the Agricul
plus
IUUU U1
mil lji
niimwu^ V.
Knight, states tfr^lhe left Havana on the 10th
turists and citizens generally of this county
the Treasury of the United States unappro Island.
JO 1U8CUUOSSB oâ.lB[
of February ; on the 20th experienced heavy
priated, and distributed among favorite and
•ssamsnq OAOtg pue utj; oqt o; soon the Yankee Farmer, a semi-monthly paper
gales of wind which caused the brig to leak bad
published in Cornish, Maine, by S. W. Cole,
irresponsible Banking Institutions, is danger
Mayor of Bangor.—The election of May ly ; stove 100 hhds, molasses, in hopes to lighten -uoudde sb ‘oSb jo sjboá uaatxis puu uoaj
as a cheap and valuable repository of Agricul
ous to the liberties of the country.
-jnoj
uooMiaq
‘
spu[
oaiiob
oa.iqi
.to
OMUU
her
—
six
feet
water
in
the
hold
—
found
it
was
tural information, and meriting the encour
7. Resolved, That the twenty-one millions or takes place in Bangor on Monday next.
impossible to free her, and vessel becoming un
agement of the Society and its friends.
of dollars, the proceeds of the sales of public Edward Kent is the Whig, and Amos M. manageable, concluded to run her ashore ; she
TERMS.
lands, in the Treasury of the United States Roberts the Van Buren candidate for the struck about.20 miles NE of Georgetown, S. C.
The Yankee Farmer is published every
on the first of Jan. 1836, is “ a common fund
Vessel and cargo insured in Boston $16,800.
office.
other Monday on a demi-sheet in quarto form
for the use and benefit of all the United
HE subscribers, having contracted with suitable for binding, at one dollar a year. A
States, members of the federal alliance,” and
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup title page and index will be furnished at the
ought “ to be faithfully and bona fide dispo
Virginia Senator.—Mr. Rives was chosen
port the Poor of said town the present year,
close of the year.
ANTED to exchange a
sed of for that purpose, and for no other use by the Legislature of Virginia to be Senator
The first volume of the Farmer was pub
Cow with calf, or one hereby give notice that they have made the
or purpose whatever.”
in Congress in place of Mr. Tyler. The vote
provisions for their support. They lished in 1835, which may be had at the office
that will probably calve in necessary
the
8. Resolved, That we highly approve of was as follows:
course of May next; for a New- therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust bound or unbound. The second volume
House of Delegates.
the principles of a bill now under considera
Miich Cow, or one that will calve in the ing any of the paupers of said town, as they commenced the first of January ; new sub
76
Wm. C. Rives,
tion in the Senate of the United States, which
course of two or three weeks. None but a are determined to pay no bill for their sup scribers can have back numbers.
36
Scattering,
proposes to distribute among the several
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
Post Masters and officers of Agricultural
first rate Cow is wanted—as the one which is port.
,94
Joint votes for Rives,
States for a limited time and upon certain
FRANCIS BOSTON.
Societies are requested to act as agents.
offered in exchange is a first rate Cow for
Senate.
terms and conditions, the proceeds of the
Kennebunk-port, April 21, 1835.
ly.
They are authorized to receive and give re
milk, and only five years old.
18
Wm. C. Rives,
sales of the public lands of the United States.
ceipts for payments.
A liberal difference will be paid for the
8
Scattering,
9. Resolved, That we view the conduct of
M. LORD has just received a supply
Any person who will send us five dollars
sake of the immediate use of the milk. For
44
Total Scattering,
the President of the United States in retain
of New Goods, which are offered for shall have six papers for one year.
A large number of Whigs refused to vote. further particulars enquire at the Gazette &
ing a similar bill, in March 1833, after it had
sale on very favorable terms.
S. W. COLE.
passed both Houses of Congress by large ma The term for which Mr. Rives is elected ex Palladium Office.
Portland, Feb. 29,1836.
Kennebunk, Jan. 29,1836.
March 12, 1836.
jorities, and the House of Representatives by pires in three years.—Boston Pat.
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NOTICE.

COW WANTED.

T

W

W

CHARLES HOLMAN,

Wm. Gault, Concord ; Ephraim Day, Lam<
prey River ; Wrn. North & Co., Great Falls
Nos. 9
10, Penhallow-street,
Somersworth; John H. Wheeler, Asa a’
P Q E T R Y .
Portsmouth, (V. H.)
Tufts, Dover ; Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter •
Inlin T?
RnJinr» Haverhill
ElavcrLiU •; Eklor
D_ > ’1
AS prepared and constantly on hand | John
R. Reding,
Elder Guy Beck.
[From the Amulet for 1836.]
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the ly, Keene. In Massachusetts, by Rev.N,
Rev.N,gg
/» 1 1 •
1ST 1 * • _ _
£25 -- ■ > 1 J Newbury
» —. "T T «-».I «; H.
»
U U A A Have/Tl
*
THE MOTHER.
AFTERNOON.
Spaulding,
Haselton,
following Medicines :—
BY CHARLES SWAIN.
hill
;
Joshua
Hubbard,
Lowell
;
Elijah
P
Or
"
Met according to adjournment.
NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE.
A softening thought of other years,
Mr. Gilman, from the Committee on the
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled ter, No. 3, Washington street, Salem ; May*
A feeling linked to hours,
Finances, made an additional report, stating
for
the following complaints, viz :—Dyspep nard && Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill, Wm. Brown
When life was all too bright for tears,
sia
or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Billious Washington st. and Geo. M. Mead, Union st.’
that
there
was
due
to
Samuel
M.
Pond,
late
And hope sang, wreathed with flowers ;
Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness, Boston ; James Worthen, Amesbury ; ¿ev'
Corresponding Secretary, the sum of ^105
A memory of affections fled,
Worms and Loss oi Appetite, and by cleans Samuel Norris, Salisbury ; James Mudge
Of voices heard no more,
60 ; which report, on being made, was ac
ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in Lynn. In New York, by Rushton and As’
Stirred in my spirit when I read
cepted.
That name of fondness o’er.
the side, stomach and breast, colds and pen wall, James H. Hall, and A. Innes & Co. •
The Committee to whom was referred
coughs, of long standing, hoarseness, short J. V. E. Vanderhoof, Brooklyn. In Maine
Oh, Mother /—in that magic word,
the 8th and 9th Resolutions, reported them
ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which by Dr. Benj. Plummer, Bangor ; David Grif'
What loves and joys combine !
in
the
following
form,
which
report
was
ac

is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues fith, Portland ; Elder Henry Frost, CornvilleWhat hopes, too oft, alas, deferred !—
cepted, and the Resolutions as reported,
surpass any thing heretofore known in re Wm. Spring, Calais; Capt. James Albee, St’
What watchings—griefs—are thine !
moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have Stevens ; Sam’l Jackson, jr. & Co. BelfastYet, never, till the hour we roam,
were adopted.
been known to cure this, afflicting disease, af Joseph Clark, York ; Samuel Adams, Cape
By worldly thralls opprest,
8. Resolved, That members, and especi
Learn we to prize that holiest home,
ter having baffled every exertion for four Neddick ; Samuel Sawyer, Ogunquit; Cant
ally officers of Temperance Societies, who
A living mother’s breast.
years. It has a most powerful influence in Wm. Gooch, Wells ; D. REMICH, AennC.'
give their custom to dram-shops, Taverns
removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant bunk ; Sheldon Hobbs, North BerwickThe thousand prayers at midnight poured
and rum-selling stores, [having the means
to take and in its operation so much so, that Enoch Goodale, Saco ; Wm. Winslow, Bruns'
Beside our couch of woes ;
of knowing them to be such,] when tem
it may be administered to the infant with wick ; James Bowman, Gardiner ; Tappan
The wasting weariness endured
perance establishments are near, prove re
& Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse Taylor, Norridge- i
safety.
To soften our repose :
creant to their principles and ought to be
Directions for receiving this or any other walk. In Vermont, by Burnham & Skinner,
Whilst never murmur marked thy tongue,
[to be continued.]
of the following named medicines accom Newbury.
Nor toils relaxed thy care 1
solemnly rebuked.
ffT’All directions signed in the hand wri- ,
How Mother is thj heart so strong,
pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates
9. Resolved, That the cause of Temper
PERSONS AFFLICTED WITH
tf
To pity and forbear.
of the efficacy of this medicine have been re ting of the proprietor.
ance has no worse enemy than the man who
Sept. 19.
ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a
What filial fondness e’er repaid,
boldly proclaims himself « as much oppo
talented and highly esteemed Minister of the
Or could repay the past 1
sed to intemperance as any,” but instead of
ILL find in the use of the ALBION Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church :
Alas for gratitude decayed I—
IVHE.ITO.Y^
putting forth exertions to remove or prevent
Regrets that rarely last !
CORN PLASTER, one of the also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of
its mighty evils, satisfies himself by joining
the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H.
’Tis only when the dust is thrown
most efficacious remedies known for that
—Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes
Thy blessed bosom o’er,
the dram-drinker in railing against the ac[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
troublesome
complaint,
as
hundreds
or
We muse on all thy kindness shown,
senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth,
live promoters of the cause.
thousands can, and are ready to testify, to its and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
And wish we'd loved thee more !
HE character of this celebrated Oint
The 11th Resolution was taken up and
ment stands unrivalled for being asafe
read, and after some discussion by several having answered a better purpose than any place ; which gentlemen it is well known
’Tis only when thy lips are cold
here
are
as
credible,
respectable
and
compe

thing
they
had
ever
used.
This
application
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
We mourn—with late regret,
gentlemen, it was, on motion of Mr. Miles
tent
witnesses
as
any
persons
in
this
commu

never causes the least pain, although it sof
’Mid myriad memoirs of old—
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
of Hallowell, laid on the table.
The days for ever set ;
tens the Corn and draws it out by the roots. nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of | pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
The
Committee
appointed
to
report
And not an act, nor look, nor thought,
It gives immediate ease as soon as applied, Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
what towns are represented in this Conven
Against thy meek control,
Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
and
is as thorough as it is gentle in its effects. Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re
But with a sad remembrance fraught,
tion, and the names of the Delegates—ask
which are so eminently useful for removing
REMARKABLE
CURES
!
Wakes anguish in the soul !
spectable
persons.
leave to report that 44 towns are represent
all Jaundice and Billious complaints.
ff'jr’A gentleman near Greenfield writes :
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
On every land, in every clime,
ed, from which 246 gentlemen are present
JI fresh supply is just received, and forsaldm
“
It
has
cured
a
Corn,
which
for
years
had
True to her sacred cause ;
This Ointment stands at the head of all
as delegates.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk
caused me inconceivable pain and trou remedies for the following diseases which
Filled by that affluence sublime
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
HENRY LITTLE, Chairman. ble, fafter trying various other remedies ;)
From which her strength she draw«,
human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism
Wholesale by W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
Still is the Mother’s heart the same ;
Bangor—H. Little, J. Allen, B. Plum and having received such relief myself, 1 both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains, and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,
The mother’s lot as tried :
mer, Jr. E. H. Allen, W. Thurston, E. F. advise all, however obstinate the complaint, bruises and contracted tendons of long stand Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J.p,
And, oh, may nations guard that name
Hall and others, Druggistsiin Boston, and allorderslo
Duren, R. Raskins, T. Crosby, E. Smith, to make trial of the Albion Corn Plaster, ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff be addressed to L. Thwing, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
With filial power and pride.
joints limber by producing a healthy muscu
W. Bartlett.
and I have no doubt they will soon be as
lar action.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT
Bath—J. Ellsworth, H. Tailman.
ready to express their gratitude as I am.”
VEGETABLE MEDICINES,
It assuages pains in Bilesand Abscesses.
Orrington—Jos. Doane.
An Agent, in writing for a further sup Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed PREPARED by Dr. Elias Smith,
[From the Maine Temperance Herald ]
Brewer—E. Holyoke.
ply of the Albion Corn Plaster, observes — Breasts in females if applied in its early stage,
Boston. The following are among
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MAINE STATE
Waterville Radical Temperance Soc.— li I have made sale of all you sent me, and prevents suppuration or matter forming, and the many preparations kept constantly for ,
TEMPERANCE SOCIETY.
Rev. T. Adams, 1. Otis, E. Freeman, H. find the article to be all it professes to be, gives in all cases immediate ease from pain. sale by JOHN LILLIE, Druggist, Kenne
[CONTINUED.]
C. Warren.
as those who have used it find it to prove Certificates of this fact could be given if ne bunk, viz:
Winslow—Rev. H. C. Jewett, T, Rice, the best article for corns they have ever cessary. This remedy is offered to the public
THURSDAY MORNING.
VEGETABLE ELIXIR.
with the full assurance that it far excels the
Met according to adjournment.
Rev. T. Smith.
met with.
Excellent for pain in the stomach and
opodeldocs
and
liniments
of
the
present
day,
The President being absent, Mr. Sewall
Portland—Charles Blanchard.
Price 50 cents a box with directions.
for the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted bowels, and Rheumatic complaints.
resumed the Chair. Prayer by Rev. Mr.
Brunswick-J. M. O’Brien, M. E. Wood
AMERICAN HYGEIAN PILLS.
to give it the decided preference to every
Miles of Hallowell.
Mr. Haskins, from man, J. S. Cushing, E. D. Pierce, H. Earle,
THE BRITISH ANTISEPTIC
thing else. Many physicians of eminence
For the Head-Ache, pain in the Stomach
the committee appointed to report a list of James M. Smith.
have used this ointment and extol its merits. and Bowels, Costiveness, Stranguary and
officers for the ensuing year, reported as
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car Piles.
Gardiner—J. Meader, W. Lawrence,
Renders the teeth beautifully and perma
follows, viz :
Chas. Lawrence, R. Rice, J. Lord, T. nently white, embellishes the enamel, re riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
his daughter of a contracted knee, accompa
Hon. ROBERT P. DUNLAP, President. Bran, Wm. Morse, Jr. N. Hinkley, N.
Useful for cold and foul stomach, violent I
moves the foetor arising from decayed teeth, nies and envelopes each vial.
Rev. Thomas Adams, Cor. Secretary.
Currier, M. Woodbury, D. Gilman, A. usually termed offensive breath, prevents
colds, cough, sore throat, and to relieve from I
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this i
Wm. K. Weston, Rec. Secretary.
Austin, J. Johnson, Jr., A. Rice, Rufus their decay, and tooth ache, eradicates the'
! preparation accompany each box. This oint threatened fevers.
E. Robinson, Esq. Treasurer.
Rice, Dr. Holman, E. C. Stevens, H. B. scurvy from the gums, and imparts a most ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It
VEGETABLE BITTERS.
Chas. Williams, Esq. Auditor.
White, Rev. J. Clapp, Rev. S. Sweetsir, desirable sweetness to the breath.
contains no mercurial or other deleterious inFor Jaundice, Loss of appetite, sickness
Samuel Redington, Esq.
Rev. Mr. Sanderson, H.R. Brown, A. Day,
ffT’An experienced druggist pronounces! gredients, so common in many of the popular in the stomach, head-ache, &c.
Joseph Burton, Esq.
iExecutive
-----B. H. Fields, E. Moore, N. Webber, R. M. this Tooth Powder one of the best he has ointments in use.
CATHOLICON.,
Rev. Arthur Drink water. { Committee. Smiley, G. Plaisted.
Vegetable Elixir.—This Elixir is useful in
Excellent for consumptive complaints,
ever met with, either Foreign or Domestic.
Chas. Waterhouse, Esq. J
all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied coughs, indigestion, cosliveness, sinking and
Topsham—Rev. H. Kendall.
Price 50 cents.
Mr. Elihu Robinson arose and stated,
externally. Directions accompany and envel pain in the stomach and bowels, and pul- '
Pittston—W. Young, Dr. J. Dow, G.
that having served the Society a number of Barker, D. Sewall, S. Cutts, E. Jackson,
ope each vial.
(tTDR. RELFE’S PILLS
monary complaints generally.
years as Treasurer, he wished to be excused J. Lapham.
Fine Slippery Elm, for Poultices.—There
PEACH CORDIAL.
never was an article introduced into the
from serving any longer in that capacity ;
Mercer—J. Field, Rev. Mr. Sikes.
Useful to increase and regulate the appeFor Obstructions, Debility, Hypochon “healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles,
and on motion he was excused, and Bar
New Gloucester—Moses Woodman.
dria, Green Sickness, Giddiness and Pal cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers, I lite, help the digestion, remove pain in the
tholomew Nason was elected Treasurer.
Madison—S. Weston, Jr.
pitation of the Heart, Bad Digestion, inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma stomach or bowels.
Mr. Sewall asked and was excused from
Farmington—N. Cutler, Dr. Prescott, Loathing of Fobd, and Pains of the Stom tions generally. The Poultice is made in the
BOTANIC OINTMENT.
performing the duties of the Chair ; and E. G. Cutler.
ach. The pills purify and promote a brisk ordinary way as you would any other poul
A certain cure for humors, corns, stiff i
Samuel M. Pond was chosen President pro
Danville—Josiah Little.
circulation of the blood, when become slug tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the joints, shrunk cords, stiffness in the neck, i
tern.
New Sharon—D. S. Page, S. Howes, gish and obstructed from the foregoing dis case may require. There is another kind rheumatic complaints, swelling in the throat,
Mr. T. S. Brown moved to amend the S. Wyman, C. G. Smith.
which is called superfine for internal use. All
orders, revive the regular habits of the un may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol chilblains, chapped hands, weakness and
fifth article of the Constitution by striking
Freeport—R. Soule.
healthy female, whose sickly and pallid man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
pain in the back, sores, ringworms, cutsand
out the word “ five” and insert the word
Mt. Vernon—P. H. Rice, J. S. Hanna, countenance becomes re-animated, and fresh
burns.
Superfine
Powder
of
Elm
Bark.
—
This
arti

six ; also after the words « Corresponding I E. Tuttle, N. Smith, 2d.
ens with the natural glow of restored health. cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar
OLIVE OINTMENT.
Secretary” insert Treasurer, strike out the
Cumberland—N. Rideout, Jr.
They are equally conducive to the health of rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump
Very useful for salt rheum, as many can
word “ one” and insert the word members,
Bowdoinham village—W. Purington.
married ladies, except in cases of pregnancy tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels, testify.
strike out the word “ officio” and insert ofChina and Albion Society—E. Shaw, J. or Consumption, when they must not be throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external
HEALTH RESTORATIVE.
feiis, and the same passed, and would read C. Washburn, R. Hamlin, F, Kenrick, H.
application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes,
For obstructions in the Liver and Kid
taken.
as amended, as follows :
biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This neys, Dyspepsia, Stranguary, and Female
Whittemore, C. Spratt.
Price $1 50 per box.
-Art. 5. The officers of this Society shall
medicine is recommended by the first medi
Vassalboro’—J. Collins, R. H. Cary, O.
None are genuine unless signed T. cal gentlemen in our country for the above complaints in general.
be a President, Corresponding Secretary, L. Dow, T. Allen, S. Redington, T. S.
COUGH POWDERS.
Recording Secretary, Treasurer, Auditor, Brown, E. Fairfield, H. Robbins, M. Pur- KIDDER, on the wrapper, {sole Proprie complaints. Directions to each package.
Good for hooping cough, and ulcers in |
and an Executive Committee of six, of ington, G. W. Pruden, D. Folsom, M. Rol tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—This cough
which the Corresponding Secretary and lins, Rev. Mr. Smith, E. C. Fairfield, S. S. whom they are for sale, at his Counting Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos the throat.
CATHARTIC DROPS.
Treasurer shall be members, ex officiis.
Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and ening a hard dry cough, and for those who
Libbey, E. Buxton, M. Taber, B. Brown.
Excellent for indigestion, liver complaints,
are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
On motion, the 6th resolution was taken
by
his
special
appointment,
by
Union—W. Gleason, J. W. Lindley, J.
uable for children, in cases of whooping stranguary, obstructions in the kidneys, and |
up and referred to a committee consisting of Williams.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
cough, chin cough, &c.
a certain cure for costiveness.
Messrs. Prescott of Farmington, Thurston
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
Gorham—Rev. T. Pomeroy.
OQr’Orders for any’ of the above Medi- (
Directions.—For grown persons, lake from
of Winthrop, Rice of Winslow, Ellsworth
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
Fayette—J. Dane, A. Stevens.
two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re cines will be attended to faithfully.
of Bath, and T. S. Brown of Vassalboro’.
Sidney—E. Folger, N. Sherman, S. Jew
quire. Children from one to two teaspoonsKennebunk, August 11, 1835.
Real Estate for Sale.
On motion of Rev. Mr. Thurston,
full.
ett, J. Woodcock, N. Dyer.
HE
subscriber
offers
for
sale
Voted, That the reports made by the
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal
Litchfield—Dr. W. M’Lellan.
Valuable Real Estate at
his Dwelling-house,-(a two culated to correct the bile and create an ap
Executive Committee and General Agent, ’ Augusta—B. Tappan, L. Severance, O.
story L. house, 44 by 41 feet,)
Auction.
petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and
be printed in all the newspapers in this Beal, W. A. Brooks, J. Richards, E. Robin
HE subscriber ofState that are friendly to the cause of Tem son, T. W. Smith, E. S. Tappan, B. Par ______ —barn, Stable and five acres of may be freely used both as a restorative and
Land adjoining, situated in Alfred, about i a to prevent disease. Directions with the vial.
fers for sale at
perance.
ker, Rev. Mr. Curtis, W. K. Weston, E. mile from the village, on the road to the
Public
Auction, on the Hlw
!!!■
Holman's Drops for Fits.—A great number
The 7th Resolution, on motion of Mr. Craig, Jr. D. Bailey, C. Williams, J. Eve “ Shaker’s Village,” so called. For further
premises,
on Saturday
..............................
of
children
afflicted
with
fits,
arising
from
va

Adams, was laid on the table.
leth, S. Winslow, S. Mayo, M. Nason, S. particulars apply to the subscriber on the rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases the nineteenth day of March next, al two
On motion of Mr. Adams, the 2nd Res Deering, S. Beale, W. A. Drew, C. Town, premises.
ANDREW NOBLE.
of falling sickness, have been radically cured o’clock P. M. his Homestead, viz : Twostoty
Alfred, February 2, 1836.
olution was again taken up, and after some J. H. Ingraham, R. H. Vose, J. Ste
by a proper use of this medicine. Directions L. House, well finished, Barn, Cider Housa
discussion, on motion of Mr. Vose of Au
and other out buildings.
vens, A. Doe, S. W. Drew, A. Kimball, TO WORKMEN ON STONE. accompany each vial.
gusta, it was laid on the table.
Holman's Essence of Cayenne.—This truly
—also—
T.
Parker,
H.
W.
Fuller,
Jr.
W.
Doe,
valuable and pleasant preparation possesses Tanyard, Bark House, Curry shop, a good ,
On motion of T. S. Brown,
HE
subscriber
wishes
to
make
contracts
every possible advantage over that in its well of water, near the House. About six* .
Voted, That a Committee of one from C. Keene, J. Parker, J. Beale, T. Lit
for Quarrying Stone by the ton. Also crude state.
teen acres of prime
I
each County be raised to report such a- tle, D. Doe, Jr. J. Fisher, J. T. Gilpatfor hammering ditto, by the foot.
MOWING & TILLAGE LAND,
Dr.
Holman's
Cough
Powder.
—
This
cough
mendments to the Constitution of the Socie rick, J. Hooper, C. Waterhouse, S. L.
Persons who understand either of the awith a good orchard on the same. T»®?* j
Rodgers, L. Cushing, J. Smiley, D. bove branches, and wish to engage in the bu powder is a most valuable remedy for com bove described estate is pleasantly situated io
ty as may be deemed necessary.
mon
colds,
whooping
cough,
and
coughs
of
Messrs. Vose of Augusta, Moore of Wilbur.
siness early in the Spring will please send
South Berwick village, on the post road lead
their proposals, or call on^he Agent of the longstanding. It has been long tested and is ing from Dover to Portland, and would be a
Wells, Rideout of Cumberland, Dole of Ai
Aina—A. G. Dole, J. Decker.
recommended
to
the
public
as
one
of
the
Kennebunk-port Granite and Rail-Road
na, Brown of E. Machias, Pond of Bucks
suitable place for any sort of a mechanic. ;
most valuable medicines now in use.
Lincolnville—N. Milliken, J. Miller. Company.
(TT’Terms liberal and make known at bale.
port, Eastman of Strong, Little of Bangor,
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
Strong—B. F. Eastman.
B. F. MASON, Agent.
STEPHEN NICHOLS. |
and Milliken of Lincolnville, were appoint
lasses on going to bed.
Kennebunk-port,
Jan.
13,
1836.
Parkman—J. Stockbridge.
South Berwick, Feb. 17, 1836.
ed said Committee.
Dr.
Holman's
Jaundice
Powders.
—
This
Lewiston—W. Garcelon, J. M.
The 8th Resolution was taken up, and
(^7°Wanted Immediately,«¿ft powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara
Frye,
John March.
tions now in use for this distressing complaint.
on motion of Mr. Tappan it was recommit
TWO or three active lads, between four It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and
HE subscriber having contracted W! ,
Wells—Dr. E. G. Moore.
ted to the Committee who reported it.
teen and sixteen years of age, as appren produces a healthy state of the bile.
the town of Kennebunk, to support« I
Foxcroft—N. Carpenter.
The 9th Resolution, on motion of Mr.
tices to the Tin and Stove business.
poor of said town for one year, hereby gi/e
A
most
distressing
case
of
Jaundice
accom

F
Winthrop—Rev. D. Thurston,
Clapp was recommitted to the same Com
FOR sale a large assortment of
with great debility, was recently cured notice that he has made suitable Pr»VISI.
Fuller, J. Kezer, Jr. B. Southworth, L. STOVES & FIRE FRAMES, panied
mittee.
in this place, in the ccrurse of three days, by for them at the Alms-House, and here y |
The following Resolution was taken up Perkins, J. May, Dr. E. C. Milliken, of different patterns, which will be sold very the powder. Directions with the box.
forbids all persons harboring or trusting a»)
and passed without amendment.
Also a very general assortment of medicin of the Paupers of said town on my accoU ’ j
S. P. Benson, Dr. Holmes, S. May, S. low for cash or approved notes.
10. Resolved, That it is the duty of the Webb, Dr. P. Benson, J. Additon, C.
al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on or on account of the town, as I shall pay
LEVI P. HILLARD.
hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo bill for their support.
Kennebunk,
February
6,
1836.
friends of Temperance throughout the State Bishop, E. Wood,
O. Howard, W.
JAMES WARREN.
dating prices on commission br other ar
to transmit to the Temperance Herald for Noyes, S. Sewall, S. Benjamin, D.
rangement,
as
at
any
other
large
establish

Kennebunk,
May
1,
1835.
publication, brief narrations of such instan
Ship Timber.
Carr, Rev. A. Caldwell, G. A. Benson,
ment in the Union.
ces as may occur in their respective vicini
A A NT ED by the subscriber
The following named persons are agents
Ship Timber & Planfc,
ties, of the blessings of Temperance, and W. H. Lord, S. P. Page, G. Additon,
’ *
Ship Timber suitable for a for the above named medicines.
In New
S.
Wood,
Jr.
F.
Thomas,
S.
J.
Phil

the great evils of Intemperance.
vessel of 280 tons. Small Timber taken as Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lam
Mr. Prescott, from the Committee to brick, Luke Perkins.
prey River ; Uri Lamper, Hampton ; Up
usual.
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
East Machias—J. C. Talbot, W.
whom was referred the 6th Resolution,
ham & Berry, Rochester Plains ; Dr. Reuben
WILLIAM GOOCH.
Kennebunk, January 22, 1836a
Witcher, Dover; James Fogg, Ossipee;
asked leave to report to the Executive Com- Brown.
Wells, January 13,1836.
! mittee after the ad^rurnmen of this meetI ing, but before the question was taken, the
meeting
Adjourned till afternoon.

Clinton—-T. Brown, A. Brown, E,
Abbott, D. Brown, M. Goodwin, S.
Decker, J. Sperin, A. Hinds, S. Stark,
J. Hainman, C. Ladd# H. P. Tow
bridge, J. Weymouth, S. Flood.
Unity—J. Leavitt.
Phipsburg and Georgetown—I. Par
ry.
Readfield—T. Pierce, D. F. Samp
son, J. Allen.
Columbia—Jotham Lippencott.
Hallowell—Rev. G. Shephard, Rev.
Arthur Drinkwater, Rev. H. A Miles,
A. Alden, J. Burton, L. Lincoln, H.
W. Paine, J. Gow, W. R. Prescott, D.
D. Lakeman, N. G. Pratt, R. G. Lin
coln, Rev. J. B. Husted, A. B. Morton,
A. H. Howard, B. Wales, S. Page, M.
Means, W. Stickney, H. K. Baker, P.
Stickney, Joel Clark, Jr. Dr. Nourse,
J. Alexander, E. Dole.
Wilton—Rev. Mr. Talbot, J. A. Bass.
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